The Chimera House

- The Chimera House is an abandoned haunted house.
- There is an admission fee of $25 dollars and each floor you complete you will earn part of your money back.
- Only if you complete all floors will you earn all of the money back.
- No one has ever done this.

The Chimera House dates back to the 1980s. It originated in the Mid West or South West. These locations included Georgia, Oklahoma, Oregon, Illinois, Michigan, Texas, Ohio, Wisconsin, Iowa, Tennessee, and North Carolina even though the exact location was never given.
Legend has it that no one could complete it because it was too scary. It is said that very few people made it to the top floor and have died there. Some of the floor levels contained things such as snakes, spiders, and insects, secret doors, and dropaway floor slides.

- The origin of the story is shrouded in as much mystery as the house
- The editor of Haunted Attraction Magazine believes the urban legend originally started in Kansas City while others have suggested that the legend was also inspired by real haunted attractions like Britannia Manor and Raven's Grin Inn.
- Although the Chimera House has never been proven to exist, some people still search fervently for it and several haunted attractions are asked if they are the infamous 13 floor haunted house every October.

Real Life: With the boom of haunted houses in 1990s, Richard Garriott made the ultimate scariest house. His house was 4,500 square-feet and included things such as mazes, trap doors, tropical rainforest, secret passageways, a rooftop observatory, and a private island. The event was free but only allowed in 200 people in per night.